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Figure 1: An example of 3D markup using Shape Palettes. The ‘question mug’ is created by linking 2D primitives drawn in the freehand
view to their corresponding 3D shape on the “shape palette” (the sphere). For example, the 3D orientation of the top and bottom curves of
the mug correspond to the 3D orientation of the green curve on the shape palette. Specifying this relationship will generate a cylinder-like
structure. Adding only a few more strokes for extra details and the ‘question mug’ is created.

Abstract
We present a simple interactive approach to specify 3D shape in a
single view using “shape palettes”. The interaction is as follows:
draw a simple 2D primitive in the 2D view and then specify its
3D orientation by drawing a corresponding primitive on a shape
palette. The shape palette is presented as an image of some familiar
shape whose local 3D orientation is readily understood and can be
easily marked over. The 3D orientation from the shape palette is
transferred to the 2D primitive based on the markup. As we will
demonstrate, only sparse markup is needed to generate expressive
and detailed 3D surfaces. This markup approach can be used to
model freehand 3D surfaces drawn in a single view, or combined
with image-snapping tools to quickly extract surfaces from images
and photographs.

Keywords: Human-computer interaction, interactive modeling,
image-based modeling.

1 Motivation
Humans have a remarkable ability to infer 3D structure from 2D im-
ages. This ability is applicable to items ranging from photographs
and paintings to simple sketches and line art. Often only a few 2D
strokes are necessary to express the 3D shape of an object – the
observer instantly makes the analogy of each 2D stroke to its cor-
responding 3D shape and can infer the overall 3D surface. While
this inference is done mentally without effort, it remains difficult to
convey this information easily via a 2D interface. The problem lies
not in what to specify, but in how to specify the 3D information.

To address this issue of how to specify 3D information, we in-
troduce an approach based on what we term shape palettes. In our
approach, the user draws a simple 2D primitive in the single view.
To assign 3D information to this primitive, the user then draws a

corresponding primitive on a shape palette. The shape palette is an
image of some familiar object that provides salient 3D orientation
information that can be easily understood and marked. For exam-
ple, a single sphere serves as an excellent shape palette as its shape
is universally understood and it provides all possible 3D orienta-
tions (in a half-plane).

Similar in fashion to how color palettes are used for color se-
lection, the shape palette provides a familiar metaphor for linking
3D information to the 2D input. As we will demonstrate, this sim-
ple interaction approach can be used to create expressive 3D sur-
faces. Moreover, only sparse markup is necessary to derive dense
3D structure. This interaction style has a variety of uses, from
single-view surface modeling, to image-based markup for 3D pop-
up or image-relighting.

Figure 1 shows an example of a ‘mug’ that was quickly proto-
typed using only a few freehand strokes marked up using a shape
palette. The first image is the sketched strokes with corresponding
markup on the shape palette (second image). The third image is
the dense 3D information derived from the sparse markup. The last
two images are views of the 3D model that was generated by stitch-
ing together a reflected copy of the derived 3D surface. Figure 2
shows another example targeting modeling from a photograph. In
this example, 2D features in the photograph are related to their cor-
responding 3D shape using the shape palette. The examples in Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2 were generated in a matter of minutes with little
effort.

2 Contributions and Related Work
Our first contribution is the shape palette metaphor, which is an in-
tuitive and straightforward way to address the problem of how to
specify 3D markup in a single view. A shape palette is simply a
2D image that corresponds to some 3D geometric information eas-
ily inferred by the user. One very good example used throughout
this paper is a Lambertian shaded sphere. Using a 2D drawing in-
terface, 3D information from the shape palette is transferred to a
single 2D view by direct 2D interaction. This allows 3D markup
to be specified using the familiar palette metaphor, similar to how
color is specified by most drawing tools.

Our second contribution is one practical way to implement shape
palette markup using surface normals. In our implementation,
shape palettes are in fact normal maps. The transfer of 3D shape is
a transfer of 3D normal information, copied from the shape palette
source to its corresponding 2D primitive. Reasonably complex and
expressive 3D structure can be generated using this normals transfer



Figure 2: Markup over a photograph using shape palettes. Sparse 2D strokes are drawn over a photograph of Henry Moore’s Working Model
for Oval with Points. The shape palette provides the user a straightforward metaphor to link 3D orientation to the 2D strokes. Dense surface
normals are derived from the sparse markup (middle image). A 3D surface is generated from the dense normal image as shown in the last two
images. Note the overall similarity to the photograph with details preserved in the reconstruction, including the two silhouetted points which
just fail to touch each other at the center of the object.

together with some simple transfer “tricks” to provide local detail.
Integrating this approach with image-snapping tools, sketches and
photographs of 3D surfaces can be quickly “popped up” and used
for a variety of purposes.

In terms of information transfer, our method is related to [Sloan
et al. 2001] that used a user-generated reference sphere to spec-
ify NPR shading for a 3D object. A similar idea on normal trans-
fer was presented in [Hertzmann and Seitz 2005], where multiple
images are required and surface normals are transferred based on
orientation-consistency. Our ShapePalette idea is also inspired by
Pictorial Relief [Koenderink 1998] which suggests that humans are
good at assigning local surface normals for specifying local shape.
Such local shapes can be, as noted in [DeCarlo et al. 2003; Ohtake
et al. 2004], expressed as 3D crease curves, such as valleys and
ridges, which provide adequate geometric cues for describing the
overall appearance of a detailed 3D surface. These 3D crease curves
correspond to salient normal directions on the 3D surface [Nalwa
1993]. Thus, specifying normals is a powerful way to encode up
3D shape. Moreover, only sparse normal information is needed
from which a dense normal map can be derived that is capable of
generating quality 3D surfaces that satisfy the given normal con-
straints. An algorithm to derive dense-from-spare normal maps is
described in Appendix A. Our approach is related to [van Overveld
1996], which creates shapes by painting a dense gradient map with
brushes and operators. Our method, however, is sparse in nature
and could be used as a good initializer for further dense refinement
using the technique presented by [van Overveld 1996].

Our work is also motivated by single-view and interactive mod-
eling techniques. Successful techniques such as [Criminisi et al.
2000; Hoiem et al. 2005] create rectilinear scenes out of a sin-
gle photo or picture. The “SmoothSketch” [Karpenko and Hughes
2006] is a successful experimental system for inferring 3D shapes
from visible-contour sketches. Many sketch-based modeling tech-
niques (e.g. SKETCH [Zeleznik et al. 1996] and TEDDY [Igarashi
et al. 1999]) provide an intuitive interface for creating organic
shapes. Interactive modeling techniques such as [Funkhouser et al.
2004; Nealen et al. 2005] edit existing meshes or assemble complex
meshes from mesh parts. Our work is distinguished from previous
approach in terms of how we markup the 3D shape, in our case
using the shape palette.

In terms of implementation, [Zhang et al. 2001] also used nor-
mal specification to perform 3D modeling. This method considers
both height and surface normals and minimizes a thin plate energy
to produce a 3D surface. While only sparse normal information
is required, this approach performs normal markup in a pointwise
fashion. Such pointwise normal markup is time consuming and is
not particularly easy to markup for an evolving surface (as shown in
our accompanying video). Moreover, a significant number of these
constraints are needed to produce a quality 3D surface.

Silhouette Non-silhouette Palette

Figure 3: User interaction.

Figure 4: Creating valley (top) and ridge lines (bottom) with
two strokes drawn along the black contour and two corresponding
strokes on the shape palette.

3 Interacting with Shape Palettes

Creating shape palettes. A shape palette can be easily generated
using orthographic projection of available 3D models, where the
palette stores the inner product of a synthetic light and the 3D nor-
mal at that point (i.e. Lambertian shading). There are no restrictions
on a shape palette as long as it is a familiar shape with salient 3D
structure. To represent all possible normal orientations, an image
containing both a concave and convex sphere is sufficient, however,
the shape palette can be anything the user feels comfortable using.
We find that spheres are quite intuitive. Spheres of different scales
can also make marking scale a little easier, but is not necessary. In
the accompanying video, we demonstrate that the markup for creat-
ing a particular shape need not be that exact. Users can experiment
with different ways to draw and combine strokes to quickly materi-
alize 3D shapes.

User Interface. A typical 2D drawing interface allows the user to
draw on top of a blank canvas, or a canvas with a photograph/sketch
for the background. For a blank canvas, 2D primitives are drawn
freehand on the canvas as well as on the shape palette. For drawing
over a photograph or sketch, image-snapping tools (intelligent scis-
sor [Mortensen and Barrett 1995] for instance) can be used to help
guide 2D markup on the image, while freehand drawing is used for
marking on the shape palettes.

As shown in Figure 3, there are two types of 2D contours drawn
on the canvas, those that form silhouette curves and those that form
non-silhouettes. Silhouettes do not require 3D markup as their cor-
responding normals are considered to lie in the canvas plane and
are oriented perpendicular to the 2D drawn curves. Non-silhouettes



Figure 5: 3D modeling of a statuette: (left to right) user supplied strokes; two views of the derived dense normal maps shown using Lambertian
shading; four views of the 3D shape.

Figure 6: Parthenon frieze (modeling relief texture conveying human shapes): (left to right) Input image with input strokes; derived dense
normal map shown using Lambertian shading; four views of the texture-mapped surface

Logo Strokes on logo Strokes on palette Dense normals View 1 View 2

Figure 7: 3D markup of the SIGGRAPH logo.

Sketch Strokes on palettes Dense normals View 1 View 2 View 3 View 4 View 5 View 6

Figure 8: Face modeling. 3D markup of more complex shapes, such as eyes and mouth, can be easily done using the “face shape palette”.
The face model is used for image-based relighting (views 1 and 2). Other views (without and with texture-mapped) are shown.

curves have corresponding markup on the shape palettes. In our
implementation, non-silhouette curves are typically drawn in a tit
for tat fashion with the shape palette, where the user draws a 2D
stroke on the canvas and then draws a corresponding 2D stroke on
the shape palette.

Markup via Palettes. For a non-silhouette curve, the user draws a
corresponding primitive on a shape palette. Normals from the shape
palette are transferred to the 2D primitive. This markup can be ca-
sually applied to specify orientation information throughout the 2D
view. The following simple “tricks” can be quickly learned to add
fine surface details in the form of ridge and valley lines. As shown
in Figure 4, two contours (red and blue) bound the input contour
where a ridge or valley is desired. Generating such bounding con-
tours pairs can be controlled via a hot-key. Corresponding strokes
on the shape palette are drawn for the contour pair. If the corre-
sponding strokes are of normals pointing away from one another, a
ridge will be generated; normals pointing towards one another will
form a valley. As shown in the accompanying video, a user can
experiment with different locations of strokes drawn on the palettes
and can visualize the corresponding 3D effect almost instantly.

Given these sparse normal constraints, we can derive a dense
normal field. Our implementation of the dense-from-sparse-
normals algorithm is outlined in the appendix. A 3D sur-
face is generated by integrating the dense surface gradients, or
by other surface-from-dense-normals algorithms such as [Kovesi
2005; Frankot and Chellappa 1988; Goldman et al. 2005; Wu et al.
2006].

4 Shape Palettes in Use

When specifying markup between the 2D view and a shape palette,
the length of the corresponding strokes and the relative scale be-
tween the 2D view and shape palette are not important. Transfer is
applied as simple 1D copying along the corresponding strokes. This
is done by parameterizing the two strokes as normalized splines
(with length [0−1]) and transferring data between these splines. In
addition, our dense-from-sparse normal algorithm does not require
accurate normal specification to capture coarse shape and degrades
gracefully in the face of bad input. The accompany video shows
examples where the same overall surface is obtained with similar,



Figure 9: Normals from a “hair shape palette” are transferred to the
corresponding region in the 2D view. Additional markup is shown
in Figure 3. The output dense normals and one view of the 3D
surface are shown.

Figure 10: With the locations and normals of Oval, we render the
geometry using ray tracing with the Phong illumination model to
make the object transparent.

but not exact, markup.

We demonstrate the ability of our 3D markup approach in the fol-
lowing examples. Unless otherwise stated, all results are generated
using the sphere shape palette. Figure 5 shows an example where
strokes are drawn on two matchable views of a statuette. Figure 6
shows an example of modeling relief texture using a photo input.
This relief texture is complicated as both overlapping curved sur-
faces and flat surfaces are present. Note that all underlying surface
orientation discontinuities are preserved in the reconstruction. The
appearance of the reconstructed relief is faithful to the original re-
lief. As shown in Figure 7, our shape palettes approach is ideal for
quick 3D prototyping. The user draws a short stroke on the palette
to transfer normals of nearly constant orientations to model the flat
part of the SIGGRAPH logo.

Figure 8 shows a natural extension of the shape palette idea
where patches of normals are transferred to the 2D view. In this
example, a “face shape palette” was created by orthographic pro-
jection of an existing 3D face model. The eyes and mouth shape
are transferred to the single view by specifying matching points
between the 2D view and shape palette. Normals from the shape
palette are warped to their corresponding regions using Thin Plate
Spline (TPS) [Bookstein 1989]. The derived dense normal im-
age are used to shade and relight the sketch. Related works such
as [Johnston 2002; Okabe et al. 2006] which relight cartoons and
real scenes using dense normals can benefit from our markup ap-
proach. Other views of the recovered surface (with and without
texture) are also shown. Shown in Figure 9 is a result where a hair-
structure shape palette is used for normal transfer.

The output dense normal maps produced by our method are suit-
able for generating special effects that require geometric informa-
tion. Figure 10 shows an example which simulates the effect of
environment matting for an opaque-turned-to-transparent object,
where a few sketch strokes are all it takes to produce the surface
normals needed for ray tracing.

5 Discussion and Limitations

To examine the usability of our approach, we compare our system
with a related work by [Zhang et al. 2001] in terms of the num-
ber of primitives drawn and the interaction time used, given that
surfaces of comparable visual quality are produced. The compar-
ison is performed by a user who is reasonably familiar with both

Figure 11: Surface results produced by using [Zhang et al. 2001].
Interaction details are shown in Table 1.

Input image Desired surface

Markup on canvas Markup on palette Output surface

Figure 12: This example shows a limitation of our system. Occlu-
sion boundary with unknown depth difference cannot be handled.

ShapePalettes and [Zhang et al. 2001]. Table 1 shows the inter-
action details and the time required for the examples. The corre-
sponding surface results produced by using [Zhang et al. 2001] are
shown in Figure 11. Better surfaces are produced with shorter in-
teraction time using the ShapePalette markup approach. Note that
there is no way to incorporate normal patches to assign surface de-
tails (e.g., Figure 8) in [Zhang et al. 2001]. Matter of fact, the
interface in [Zhang et al. 2001] could benefit from our shape palette
approach for specifying normals.

Our method is not without limitations and has room for improve-
ment. Our system can currently only model single surfaces that ex-
hibit little self-occlusion. An example is shown in Figure 12. Dis-
tortion is observed in the output surface because of the enforcement
of the integrability constraint in the applied surface-from-normals
method. We also assume the input sketch or photo does not have
severe perspective distortion. Even with these limitations, how-
ever, the shape palette markup approach still provides an attractive
method of 3D markup given its ease and straightforward use.

6 Summary

We have presented the shape palette metaphor for 3D markup and
introduced an implementation based on normals. We have only be-
gun to explore the potential of this approach to materialize 3D infor-
mation from 2D marking, and can already demonstrate the immedi-
ate benefits from this approach on common tasks ranging from 3D
markup over photos and sketches, image-based modeling and ren-
dering, freehand 3D modeling, to quick 3D prototyping. This tech-
nique can lead to more, possibly complementary uses with other
interaction techniques in traditional and image-based modeling.

A Dense Normals from Sparse Normals

Denote a normal using 1√
p2+q2+1

[−p − q 1]T where p = −xi

zi

and q = − yi

zi
associated with a unit normal [xi yi zi]

T at pixel

i. One typical implementation of estimating pi is outlined for all
pixels. Estimation of qi is similar.



ShapePalettes [Zhang et al. 2001]

Input Image No. of strokes No. of patches Interaction No. of normal No. of fairness No. of discontinuity Interaction

size on canvas time constraints curves curves time

Figure 1 274 × 284 14 0 1m28s 0 5 4 3m46s

Figure 2 220 × 250 11 0 1m27s 32 7 3 6m57s

Figure 5 244 × 342 38 0 2m20s 73 0 16 5m45s

Figure 6 306 × 324 75 0 2m38s 41 9 27 20m27s

Figure 7 491 × 307 23 0 4m27s 13 20 2 15m41s

Figure 8 225 × 334 15 3 1m32s 10 1 6 5m32s

Table 1: The table compares the interaction details between ShapePalettes and [Zhang et al. 2001]. As shown in Figure 11, ShapePalettes
can produce visually better surfaces with shorter interaction time. Note that the normal constraints used in [Zhang et al. 2001] are specified
in a pointwise manner, where each normal direction needs to be adjusted with a projected line using a series of mouse click-and-drag. Please
refer to the accompanying video to compare the actual operation on results shown in Figures 1 and 5.

Let G = {pi|i ∈ 1 · · ·N} be a set of p’s and N is the total
number of pixels. The goal is to estimate the optimal G given the
sparse set of known gradient values, represented by the observation
set O = {p̃k|k ∈ S}, where p̃k is known and S is the set of
corresponding pixel locations. The associated energy function is

E(G) = log(P (O|G)) + log(P (G)) (1)

where P (O|G) is the likelihood and P (G) is the prior. The likeli-
hood are defined as

P (O|G) =
∏

k∈S

exp

(

−||pk − p̃k||2
2σ2

1

)

(2)

The prior P (G) is defined as:
∏

i

∏

j

exp

(

−
||pi − pj ||

2

2σ
2

2

)

∏

i

exp

(

−
||
∑

j
pj − 4pi||

2

2σ
2

3

)

(3)

where σ1, σ2, σ3 are the respective uncertainty measurements, and
j ∈ N (i) is the pixel locations of the first-order neighbors of i.
The first exponent in the prior energy (3) enforces the smoothness
of the normal orientation, while the second minimizes the surface
curvature. The energy function (1) is convex. Standard numerical
optimization packages can be used to solve (1).
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